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Quizzlet 

 

This quiz is based on the eight short stories posted here (NONCANONICAL) and not on the 

sample of the CANONICAL story (sample is also posted on website). 

 

*****Answers must be DMd to me @detective_files on Twitter 

 

1) In which case was the Alphabet Terrorist/Lord of Crime was introduced? 

 

2) Was the Alphabet Terrorist ever referred to as the Lord of Crime in the story by a character 

other than himself? (In other words did anyone else but the Alphabet Terrorist refer to him as 

Lord of Crime in the story he was introduced in)? 

 

3) The other two arch rivals mentioned in the prologue of the sample of 

#EmmaStevensandtheLordofCrime were the Dark Hood and the Godfather of Time? Which was 

one was introduced in the short stories after the Lord of Crime/Alphabet Terrorist? And what 

story/file was the villain introduced in? 

 

4) From what country was Detective O'Malley originally from? 

 

5) Before becoming a detective what did Det. Early do for a living?  

 

6) What was the major event that occurred in Det.  Steven's youth that altered her life and caused 

her to decide to become a detective? ****Although this comes from the crime stories the 

motivation and event is the same as it is in the novel******* 

 

7) What country was Det. Stevens originally from? 

 



8) What was the detectives investigating in story #7?  

 

9) Who was Dr. Godson working for when he was introduced?  

 

10) What was the device Dr. Godson used to committ his crimes? 

 

11) In which story was Detective O'Malley introduced? 

 

12) In the case involving the theft of the Crown Jewels who wound up being the guilty party? 

 

13) What was the motivation of the suspect that stole the Declaration of Independence and US 

Constitution?  

 

14) What were the suspects guilty of in file #006?  

 

15) Which case/file first intorduced organized crime (involving the mob)?  

 

*****Each question is worth 1 point and will also be used in the contest to determine the 

winners of the signed copies of the book #EmmaStevensandtheLordofCrime. There will be more 

quizzes to as more stories are put up onto the site.  

 

Good luck. 


